Drs. Madge and Charles Macklin Fellowship for Publication

The Drs. Madge and Charles Macklin Fellowship is available to full-time doctoral students in the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry who have published their doctoral research as first author in a peer reviewed journal. This fellowship was established by a bequest from Margaret Macklin Frewen. One award valued at $4500 can be given out each year.

Criteria:
Selection will be based on the significance of the publication for the field of research the doctoral student is pursuing. Academic achievement will also be considered, but a candidate's research submission that has been published is of primary importance.

Eligibility:
Full-time Doctoral student registered in a Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry graduate program may apply. Candidates must have at least one year remaining for the completion of their degree to be eligible. Although candidates are welcome to apply for the Nellie Farthing Fellowship or the Drs. Madge and Charles Macklin Fellowship for Teaching & Research in addition to this fellowship, candidates can only receive one fellowship in any given year.

Deadline:
Monday, May 1, 2017

Application Procedure: Graduate Chairs in each program may nominate one candidate. Trainees must have 2 reference letters, and submit a transcript to complete the application.

Nominated trainees must apply online: Online Awards Application. Nominated trainees must also send in their most up-to-date transcript to gradstudies@schulich.uwo.ca. All documents must be attached and saved using your last name and name of document ie: SMITH_TRANSCRIPT_MACKLIN_P.

Referees (trainees must have 2 reference letters) may send in their letters directly to gradstudies@schulich.uwo.ca. For this award, the nominated student’s supervisor must be one of the referees, and they need to clearly state the student’s role in the top, first authored publication. Manuscripts that have been accepted, but are not yet available on-line or as a galley proof, must be submitted with the acceptance letter from the journal.

Adjudication Procedure: A committee will consist of up to three graduate program Chairs. The committee will be chaired by the Associate Dean, Research (Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies). This committee will select the recipient(s).